
BACKGROUND

It is the heyday of the Maya civ-
ilization, long before the Europe-
ans would ever set foot on the 
continent. Rival Kingdoms fight 
for dominance over regions and 
the scarce resources. It is now 
your turn to become the most 
famous ruler (ahau) of the Yu-
catán Peninsula. On your way 
you will try to place your work-
ers in the most powerful cities, 
protect them, capture your op-
ponents, and make production 
flourish. Can you build a pyr-
amid temple to preserve your 
rulership for eternity? Who will 
summon the gods to help you 
in their mission? Only 1 player 
can be crowned Ahau!

OVERVIEW

In Ahau, you take on the role of 
a Maya royal family and strive 
to expand the borders of your 
kingdom by gaining influence 
over the cities of the Yucatán 
Peninsula. The game consists 
of several generations and at 
the end of the game the player 
with the most Fame wins. Dur-
ing your turn, you move your 
Ruler and take a pyramid tile 
from that region to build into 
your pyramid. Then you place 
a worker in a neighbouring city 
and may produce with your 
workers. Finally, you may use 
bonus actions by summon-
ing the gods commemorated 
in your pyramid. At the end of 
each generation, you receive 
Fame based on the status of 
your pyramid and the location 
of your workers.

Ahau is an area control & 
worker placement strategy 
board game for 2-5 players. 
Playing time: 90-120 min-
utes. Recommended age: 13+
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Place the Game board in the 
middle of the play area. For 2 or 3 
players, use the side showing only 
5 regions, for 4-5 players, use the 
side showing 7 regions.

Put the Sacred Path board and the 
Bonus tokens next to the board. 
Shuffle the temples face down, 
draw a temple to each uppermost 
spot of the Sacred Path.

In a 2-player or 3-player game, 
place a shield onto each spot on 
the 2th, 5th and 9th rows of the 
Sacred Path (altogether 9 shields).

Shuffle the 5 Region markers 
in white (salt field), yellow (corn 
field), brown/green (cocoa field), 
blue (pond), and black (obsidian) 
and place them randomly on the 
board on the empty circles in 
regions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

For a 4 or 5-player game, place the 
Market marker within the empty 
circle in region Place one of each 
type of resource cube at the edge 
of the Market marker with the 
same colour.

For a 4 or 5-player game, place the 
Recruitment site marker on the 
empty circle in region 7. Place the 
Shield tokens on the Recruitment 
site. In a 2-player or 3-player 
game, put the remaining Shield 
tokens (not placed on the Sacred 
Path) back in the box, they will not 
be used in the game.
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Shuffle the City tiles and place 
them randomly at the marked 
locations at the intersections 
of the regions. In a 2-player or 
3-player game, put the Walled 
cities back in the box, they will not 
be used in the game, and place the 
remaining 10 City tiles randomly 
at the marked locations at the 
intersections of regions numbered 
from 1 to 5.

Place all of the resource cubes 
to the side of the game board.  
Each resource should be next to 
the region corresponding to their 
colour. This forms the general 
supply.

Place the Generation marker on 
the first space of the calendar on 
the game board.

Shuffle the Fame cards, then place 
1 Fame card face up into each of 
the uppermost 3 spots to the left of 
the calendar. Put the Supremacy 
card (with the red frame) on the 
lowermost card spot. 

Shuffle the Phase Summary cards 
and deal 1 to each player. Each 
player receives the three starting 
resources shown on the card.

Each player chooses a player colour 
and takes all of the components of 
their chosen colour. 
In a 2-player, each player only 
receives 5 region cards, numbered 
1-5. In a 3-player game, each 
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player only receives 6 region 
cards, numbered 1-6.

Each player places their Fame 
marker on the “0” (zero) spot of the 
Fame track.

Each player places a Fame marker 
on the bottom spot of each track 
on the Sacred Path board.

Starting with region 1, draw 2 
Pyramid tiles for each region and 
place them in the spaces marked 
with a square.

Place the Pyramid tiles in the bag 
and shuffle them. In case of 5 
players, also put the 5 extra tiles 
in the bag and shuffle them. Draw 
as many pyramid tiles from the 
bag as the number of players plus 
one, and place them face up next 
to the board. Starting with the 
youngest player and continuing 
clockwise each player selects one 
pyramid tile and places it next to 
their player board. This is repeated 
until each player has taken two 
pyramid tiles. These two tiles are 
known as your reserve.

Example setup
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The game consists of 10 Generations. 
Each Generation consists of the following 
four phases in this order: 

Phase 1: Movement Phase

Phase 2: Building Phase

Phase 3: Action Phase 

Phase 4: Cleanup Phase

During the Movement Phase, players will 
select a region to move their Ruler into, 
and resolve conflicts between the Rulers 
that are in the same region.
During the Building Phase, each player 
will build a tile into their pyramid, or if 
it cannot be built, they must discard it. 
During the Action Phase, each player will 
place a worker in one of the cities adja-
cent to their Ruler’s region. They may then 
activate adjacent workers to produce re-
sources, and summon the gods in their 
Pyramid for bonus actions. The Movement Phase has the following 4 

steps, which are completed in order:

1. Select Regions
2. Resolve Conflicts
3. Reactivate workers
4. Relocate workers

During the Cleanup Phase, players may 
increase their Fame, and carry out clean-
up actions. The end of the Cleanup Phase 
marks the end of a Generation, after which 
a new Generation begins.
After the Cleanup Phase of the last Gen-
eration, final scoring is carried out. The 
player with the most Fame points wins the 
game.

GAMEPLAY

PHASE 1 
MOVEMENT PHASE

Regions and Cities
Yucatán is made up of both regions and 
cities. The board is made up of 7 regions, 
each of which will be assigned a Region 
marker during setup. The regions are 
separated by borders. There are 12 cities 
which are represented by the City tiles, 
also placed during setup. Each city match-
es either a resource or god, or is a Walled 
city. Each city is classed as being either an 
outer city, having access to a water route,  
or inner city which is inland without such 
access. Cities are considered to be adjacent 
to any surrounding region and to any other 
city connected by a border or dotted line 
around the outside of the peninsula.

1. Select Regions
All players simultaneously select two re-
gion cards from their hand. 
Each player places the selected cards 
face down, one to each side of their player 
board. The left card indicates the prima-
ry region they are intending to move their 
Ruler into, and the right card indicates 
their base strength for resolving conflicts. 
Region cards also show a number of pips 
in the bottom left corner, these are used to 
break ties in conflict (see below).
Players must not discuss or negotiate their 
choice of cards before revealing them. 
Once all players have placed their two 
cards, turn the cards face up. Unless they 

Activating Workers
Workers placed on the board are classed as 
being either ‘active’ or ‘inactive’. A worker 
is shown to be active when it is standing 
up. When a worker is used it becomes in-
active and is laid down.

Fame tiles
If you reach 50 Fame, place your Fame tile 
next to the Fame track showing the 50+ 
side, and return your Fame marker on the 
“0” spot on the Fame track. If you reach 
100 Fame, flip the Fame tile to show the 
100+ side, and return your Fame marker 
on the “0” spot on the Fame track.

Shields
Shields are produced from the recruit-
ment site. A Shield token can be placed 
under any of your workers at any time 
during your turn. Each Shield token in-
creases the strength of that worker by one 
when; 
deciding majorities (during Resolving 
Conflicts and during evaluating Fame 
cards) and against attacks from the 
Feathered Serpent and the Jaguar (see 
page 10, for details on these god actions). 
Multiple shields can be placed under any 
worker.

are involved in a conflict (see below), each 
player will now move their Ruler into the 
primary region shown on their left-hand 
region card.

2. Resolve Conflicts
If multiple players have selected the same 
primary region, a conflict is triggered.
The player with the highest military 
strength will win the conflict. 
To calculate your military strength, add 
up the following:
The base strength shown on your right 
hand card
    +1 for each of your inactive workers in 
cities adjacent to the region
   +2 for each of your active workers in 
cities adjacent to the region 
For each Shield token placed under a 
worker counted within the conflict, add 1 
additional strength. In case of a tie, the 
player whose primary card shows the 
most amount of pips, wins the conflict.

Example: The green player has selected region cards 
2 and 7, and the purple player has selected region 
cards 2 and 5. Both players place their Rulers in re-
gion 2. A conflict is triggered, as there are two Rulers 
in the region. The conflict is resolved by calculating 
the military strength of the players involved. The 
green player has a base military strength of 7 plus 
1 for their inactive worker adjacent to the region. The 
purple player has a base military strength of 5 plus 
4 for their two active workers adjacent to the region. 
The purple player wins the conflict.

Example: The red player has two workers in region 
5. At the start of this Generation, the green player 
moved their Ruler into region 5. The red player must 
relocate their workers to any of the Cities adjacent to 
region 5. The red player cannot relocate workers to 
the City of Salt, as it would exceed the city’s popula-
tion limit. The red player chooses to place one of these 
workers to the adjacent City of Water, and the other 
one to the City of Chaac. 

Example: The beige player placed their Ruler in re-
gion 4, reactivating their three workers in the cities 
adjacent to that region.

4. Relocate Workers
If a region is occupied by a player’s Rul-
er and has one or more workers in it, 
those workers must be relocated. A play-
er, whose workers are forced to relocate, 
moves their workers into any of the adja-
cent cities. This is resolved in player order, 
i.e. the Ruler who is placed in the lowest 
region relocates first. Inactive workers 
moved this way remain inactive. If a work-
er cannot be placed into a city due to the 
city’s population limit (see below) that 
worker will stay in the region with the Rul-
er.  This is skipped in the first Generation.

3. Reactivate Workers
Starting with the player whose Ruler is in 
the lowest numbered region, players reac-
tivate all of their inactive workers in cities 
adjacent to the region in which their Rul-
er was placed. This is skipped in the first 
Generation.

City population limit
In a 2-4 player game, a maximum of 
3 workers may be placed in each city. 
In a 5 player game, a maximum of 3 
workers may be placed in each of the 
outer cities (on the oceanfront), and a 
maximum of 4 workers may be placed 
in each of the inner (inland) cities.

The player who wins the conflict, receives 
2 Fame, and leaves their Ruler in the re-
gion. Any players who lost the conflict, 
must select a new region, not occupied by 
another Ruler, to send their Ruler into. 
Losing players do not play a card, they 
simply choose another region. If there are 
multiple losing players, the Rulers are 
moved in clockwise order from the play-
er who won the conflict, starting from the 
player whose Ruler is in the lowest num-
bered region. 
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Placement cost
To place a pyramid tile, you must pay re-
sources of the same colour as the tile you 
placed. The number of resources required 
is shown next to the level of the pyramid 
you are building into. This is one resource 
for the bottom level, two resources for the 
second level, three resources for the third 
level, and four resources for the top level. 

Example: The red player builds the brown Sun God 
tile onto the third row of their pyramid. There are two 
tiles below it, one of which is also a Sun God tile, so 
the placement is legal. They pay three cocoas (brown 
resources) for doing so.

Wilds
If you place a wild tile, you may choose 
which colour it is and must follow the 
placement rules associated with that 
colour. Once you have chosen a col-
our, place a resource, taken from the 
resources you are paying with, on the 
tile. This tile is now considered to be 
this colour for all game effects.

Resources
Resources come in 5 types and are 
represented by cubes of 5 different 
colours. Whenever you gain a re-
source, take a cube of the matching 
colour from the general supply and 
place it next to your player board, in 
your personal supply. When you are 
required to spend resources you must 
have that colour of resource in your 
personal supply. To spend a resource, 
return the cube of the required col-
our to the relevant general supply. 
You may have any number and mix of 
colours of resources in your personal 
supply.

Bonus for having a completed 
pyramid
If the player has already completed 
their pyramid, having filled each emp-
ty spot on their player board, they 
may advance one of their markers on 
any track on the Sacred Path.

During this phase, you carry out the fol-
lowing steps in order. Play starts with the 
player whose Ruler is in the lowest num-
bered region. That player completes all 
three steps and then removes their Rul-
er from the board, placing it back in front 
of them. Play then passes to the player 
whose Ruler is now in the lowest num-
bered region on the board.

1. Place a worker
2. Produce
3. Summon a god

PHASE 3 
ACTION PHASE

Starting with the player whose Ruler is in 
the lowest numbered region, you must all 
take one pyramid tile from the region oc-
cupied by your Ruler.

You must:
A.) BUILD a tile into your pyramid, or 
B.) DISCARD the drawn tile, and take two 
resources of the matching colour.

Instead of building the tile you drew, you 
may build the tile from your reserve, sub-
ject to the same placement rules. If you 
do build the tile from your reserve, the tile 
you drew this round replaces it next to 
your pyramid.

Placement rules  
The tile must be placed so that all of the 
following are true:

1. Empty pyramid spaces: Pyramid tiles 
must be placed onto empty spaces on your 
player board. Once placed a pyramid tile 
cannot be moved or removed.
In a standard game, the bottom (player 
coloured) row is not used. You build a 
four-story pyramid and may place up to 
10 tiles during the game. 
In the advanced game for 2-players (see 
page 12), the bottom row is used. You 
build a five-story pyramid and may place 
up to 15 tiles during the game. 

2. Adjacency: The colour or god symbol of 
the tile must match at least one adjacent 
tile already built into your pyramid. If the 
tile is not placed adjacent to any other tile, 
the adjacency rule does not apply. 

3. Support: Any pyramid tile not placed 
on the lowest available row, must be sup-
ported by having two tiles directly below it.

PHASE 2 
BUILDING PHASE
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3. Summon a God
You MAY summon a god to use its bonus 
action. Summoning gods will also reacti-
vate certain workers and progress you up 
the associated temple track on the Sacred 
Path. The first and second placed players 
on each of the temple tracks will receive 
Fame at the end of the game.
Carry out the action offered by that par-
ticular god (see god powers on page 10). 
The strength of the action is determined 
by the number of tiles you choose to ac-
tivate. It is not mandatory to activate all 

Activating tiles
Your pyramid will consist of a number 
of tiles, each tile will show a god sym-
bol and be of a particular colour. Both 
the god symbol and colour of the tile 
are important for a number of game ef-
fects. To summon a god you must acti-
vate at least one tile that shows a sym-
bol of that god. For each tile you wish 
to activate, place 1 matching resource 
cube from your supply, onto the altar 
area of your player board. The num-
ber of tiles you activate determines the 
strength of the action you take.

Sacred Path
The Sacred Path is made up of 3 
tracks, one for each god. Only one 
player’s marker may be  at the upper-
most spot of each track. 
If you are the first player to reach or 
pass a spot on a temple track with a 
Shield on it, you may take the Shield 
from that spot and place it under one 
of your workers in any city.

2. Produce
You MAY produce resources using your 
active workers located in any cities on the 
board. One worker may produce resourc-
es from any of the adjacent regions. You 
are not restricted to regions adjacent 
to your Ruler. Select one of your active 
workers in any city, that specific worker 
becomes inactive (see activating workers 
on page 5). Take 1 resource for each work-
er used in this way, the resource you gain 
must match one of the regions adjacent to 
that worker. Each city may be adjacent to 
multiple regions.
You may select as many active workers to 
produce as you wish, and must follow the 
steps above for each one selected.
The market region and recruitment site 
are different. When you produce in the 
market region you may take any resource 
still available in that region. When you 
produce at the recruitment site you gain 
a Shield token.

Example: the orange player produces with the or-
ange worker in the City of Obsidian, inactivating that 
worker and selecting region 5 to produce one brown 
cube (cocoa). Furthermore, the orange player inacti-
vates the other active orange worker in the Walled 
City between regions 4,5 and 6, and takes a yellow 
cube (corn) from the market region. The orange player 
cannot use the inactive worker in the City of Chaac 
for production at this stage.

In the example above, the red player activates a sin-
gle white Feathered Serpent tile paying with a white 
cube and removes the purple player’s worker from 
the adjacent Walled City, then reactivates the red 
worker in the Feathered Serpent City and the City 
of Salt (white).

tiles of the summoned god, or to use the 
full power of all activated tiles. The re-
source cost of summoning a god is deter-
mined by the quantity and colour of the 
tiles you activate. 
After summoning a god complete these 
steps: Reactivate your workers placed 
in all cities that either match the colours 
or god symbol of the tiles you activated 
(workers placed in Walled cities may not 
be reactivated in this way).
Advance your marker on the Sacred 
Path of the summoned god a number of 
spaces equal to the number of tiles you 
activated.
Remove all resources used to activate 
tiles from your altar and return them to 
the supply by the side of the board.

Example: the green player has placed the green Ruler 
in region 2, and now places a worker on the Jaguar 
City adjacent to the region. The green player cannot 
place a worker on the Brown City, as it has already 
reached its population limit.

1.Place a  Worker
You MUST place one worker in a city that 
shares a border with the region containing 
your Ruler, providing that city is not al-
ready at its population limit.
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Supremacy card scoring
For each city evaluate which player has 
the majority. The winning player in each 
city earns Fame equal to the number of 
workers they have in the city, plus 1 Fame 
for each corresponding tile built into their 
pyramid. Corresponding tiles will be those 
that match the god symbol or colour of 

For each city shown on the Fame card, the 
player who has the majority earns 3 Fame.

City majority as described above is sym-
bolized with the following image in the 
game:

For each outer city, the player who has 
majority earns 2 Fame.

For each region evaluate which player has 
the majority in all cities surrounding that 
region, that player earns 3 Fame.

Evaluating Fame Cards
Each Fame card has a different way it is 
scored. At he end of each generation start-
ing from the third generation, you will 
assess the Fame card indicated by the 
Generation marker. The Fame cards are 
explained below. Fame cards will often re-
quire you to evaluate a city or region for 
who has the majority. To decide a majority 
calculate the strength each player has in 
that city or region. Strength is the number 
of workers you have plus any Shield to-
kens and Sun rings. If there is ever a tie, 
the player with the most active workers 
wins. If there is still a tie, neither player 
earns any Fame. 

Example: You have 2 workers in the City of Chaac, 
the green player has one worker. You win the majori-
ty there. You have 3 Chaac tiles, so you earn 2 Fame 
for your workers and 3 Fame for your Chaac tiles, for 
a total of 5 Fame.

Bonus Tokens. 
At any point during your turn during the 
Action Phase, you may purchase a bonus 
tile by paying the resources shown on the 
token. The bonus token is worth as many 
Fame as shown on the tile, this is added 
to your score immediately. Keep the bonus 
token in your play area.

PHASE 4 
CLEANUP PHASE

When all players have completed their 
turns, the Generation ends and you must 
take the following steps: 
1. Evaluate the Fame card as indicated by 
the number next to the Generation mark-
er. (See below). There are no Fame cards 
evaluated in Generations 1 and 2.
2. Remove all Moon rings from the cities, 
returning them to their owners. Then Flip 
all Sun rings to their Moon faces, see ‘Sun 
God’ on page 11.
3. Each player’s workers located in regions 
produce one resource from that region. 
4. Refill the market region so that there is 
one of each of the 5 resources (salt, corn, 
cocoa, water, and obsidian). 
5. Refill the pyramid tiles so that there 
are 2 tiles in each region. Should the bag 
ever become empty, put the discarded tiles 
back into the bag, shuffle them and con-
tinue to draw tiles from the bag as needed.
5. All players discard their region cards 
into a personal discard pile, beside their 
player board. Display the cards so all the 
region card numbers remain visible.
6. If you have fewer than 2 region cards 
in your hand, redraw all of your discarded 
region cards into your hand. 
7. Move the Generation marker to the next 
space on the calendar.

Each player earns 2 Fame for each of their 
workers forming the longest network of 
their workers in cities. A network is de-
fined as workers that are placed in adja-
cent cities.

Each player earns 3 Fame for each differ-
ently coloured pyramid tile built into their 
pyramid. The maximum Fame you can 
earn in this way is 15 (3x5).

Each player earns 2 Fame for each pyra-
mid tile they have built the most of show-
ing  a single god symbol. 

The game is played until the end of the 
Cleanup Phase in the 10th generation. At 
the end of the game, the final scoring is 
carried out as follows:

Lose Fame for each empty space on your 
pyramid temple as follows:

3 Fame for an empty space on the top row.
5 Fame for an empty space on the second 
row. 
7 Fame for an empty space on the third 
row. 
9 Fame for an empty space on the fourth 
row.
The bottom row is only used in an ad-
vanced 2-player game and empty spaces 
in it do not result in the loss of any Fame.

Gain Fame for each track on the sacred 
path as follows:

The player who is the furthest ahead on 
each track gains 5 Fame. If there is a tie, 
each tied player receives 4 Fame.  
The player who is the second on each 
track gains 3 Fame. If there is a tie, the 
tied players do not receive any Fame. 
The player who has the single marker that 
is furthest ahead on any of the temple 
tracks gains an additional 3 Fame. Tied 
players each score 2 Fame. 

The player with the most Fame wins. If 
there is a tie, the player with the largest 
consecutive area of pyramid tiles of one 
colour or god symbol wins the game. If 
there is still a tie, all remaining tied play-
ers share the victory. 
 

Each player earns 2 Fame for each pyr-
amid tile they have built the most of in a 
single colour. 

Example: The orange player has four Blue tiles, three 
yellow tiles, and one-one White and Black tile in their 
pyramid. The player scores 8 Fame for the 4 Blue 
tiles. 

END OF THE 

GAME AND FINAL 

SCORING

Each player earns 3 Fame for each differ-
ent god pyramid tile built into their pyra-
mid. The maximum Fame you can earn in 
this way is 15 (3x5).

Example: The orange player has three workers that 
are placed in adjacent cities, therefore the player 
earns six Fame. 

the city. For Walled cities the player may 
choose which god symbol or colour of tiles 
they earn Fame for.
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Remove a number of other players’ work-
ers from one city adjacent to your Ruler. 
You may remove a number of workers up 
to the strength of the action. 
If you wish to remove a worker that has 
one or more Shield tokens under it, 
you must use up additional strength to 
first remove any Shields present. Each 
strength used removes 1 Shield token or 
one worker. For example an action with a 
strength of 3 may allow you to remove 3 
workers without Shields, or 1 worker with 
2 Shields etc. Each Shield token under a 
worker removed by this action is returned 
to the general supply. For each worker re-
moved, the owner gains a single resource, 
produced by any regions adjacent to the 
removed worker, from the general supply. 
Place the removed workers back in the 
game box.

Feathered Serpent 
(Kukulcàn)

Example: the red player activates two Jaguar God 
tiles in their pyramid temple (one Black and one Yel-
low tile), and use the powers of the Jaguar God to 
move the purple worker in the City of Obsidian to 
the adjacent City of Itzamna, inactivating it, and to 
move the beige worker also in the City of Obsidian 
to the adjacent City of Water and also inactivating 
it. This way the red player gains majority in the City 
of Obsidian.

Example: The green player activates two of their 
Feathered Serpent tiles and removes the purple 
player’s worker with a shield under it, returning the 
shield to the general supply. Should the player ac-
tivate only one Feathered Serpent, they could only 
discard the shield, by activating two Feathered Ser-
pent tiles, the player can remove both the shield and 
the worker.

Move a number of your own workers from 
cities adjacent to your Ruler to any adja-
cent regions that have no workers of other 
players. You may move a number of work-
ers up to the strength of the action.
An active worker moved by this action be-
comes inactive. Every moved worker im-
mediately produces a resource matching 
the region they move into. Each worker 
may be placed in a different region but not 
in a city and therefore cannot be targeted 
by actions that target workers in a city (in-
cluding the actions of the Jaguar God and 
Feathered Serpent). 
In the Movement Phase each worker will 
be relocated back into a city if a Ruler 
occupies that region, and such relocated 
worker will gain you one resource from 

Rain God (Chaac)

GOD BONUS ACTIONS
When you summon a god you get to use 
its bonus action. The strength of the ac-
tion is determined by the number of tiles 
you choose to activate.

Move a number of workers from a city ad-
jacent to your Ruler to any adjacent city. 
You may move a number of workers up 
to the strength of the action. If you move 

Jaguar God

GOD POWERS
one of your workers and it is inactive, you 
change it to active.
If you move other players’ workers and 
they are active, you change them to in-
active. If you wish to move another play-
ers’ worker that has one or more Shield 
tokens under it, you must use up an ad-
ditional strength for each Shield present. 
For example an action with a strength of 
3 may allow you to move 3 workers with-
out Shields, or 1 worker with 2 Shields 
etc. You may move your own workers 
with Shields without using any additional 
strength. Each Shield token undera work-
er moved by this action is returned to the 
general supply.
You may only move workers from one city 
using this action.

Move your Ruler to an adjacent region. 
You may move a number of times up to 
the strength of the action. You may move 
your Ruler into a region where anoth-
er Ruler is, no conflict is triggered. Each 
time you move you must take a pyramid 
tile from the region you move your Ruler 
into (if there are no tiles present you do 
not take one). You must then immediately:

A.) Build that tile into your pyramid, fol-
lowing the placement rules but paying an 
additional resource for placing a tile, or
B.) Discard that tile to gain two resources 
of the matching colour. 

Warlord 
(Itzamna)

Example: The purple player activates three of their 
Sun God tiles within their pyramid, and places a Sun 
ring on the Black City, as well as activating two of 
their workers in the Black City and one worker in the 
adjacent White City. 

Example: The red player activates two of their War-
lord tiles within their pyramid, and moves the red 
Ruler two regions. First to region 6, which is occupied 
and takes a pyramid tile from there. The red play-
er discards it for two corresponding resources. The 
player then moves to region 5, which is empty. The 
red player takes a pyramid tile from region 5, and 
builds it into their pyramid, paying the cost. 

Sun God 
(Kinich Ahau)

Place your Sun ring on a city adjacent to 
your Ruler and reactivate a number of 
your workers in that city and in any adja-
cent cities. Each Sun ring has two faces, 

the region from which it moved. At the end 
of a Generation, each worker still in a re-
gion produces a resource from that region 
and remains inactive. Also, such worker 
counts as an additional half a worker for 
the purpose of determining majorities in 
all cities adjacent to that region. 

Example: The purple player activates a single Chaac 
tile within their pyramid, and moves their worker 
from the adjacent Walled City into the adjacent re-
gion 5, that worker stays inactive and immediately 
produces one salt. That worker cannot be moved by 
the summoning of the Jaguar God or removed by 
summoning the Feathered Serpent as long as the 
worker is in a region and not a city. 

a Sun face and a Moon face. A Sun ring 
is placed showing its Sun side and during 
the Cleanup Phase it is flipped to show its 
Moon face. You may not place a Sun ring 
on a city where another ring is present. 
You may reactivate a number of workers 
up to the strength of the action.
A Sun ring showing its Sun face prevents 
your workers in that city and adjacent cit-
ies from being removed by the Feathered 
Serpent or moved by the Jaguar god ac-
tions used by other players. 
A Sun ring showing its Moon face will only 
protect workers in that city, not in adja-
cent cities. 
The Sun ring counts as an additional 
worker when calculating majority in that 
city during the Cleanup Phase, but does 
not count as an additional worker for 
scoring Fame points. 
The Sun ring does not count towards the 
city population limit.
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In this variant, the Fame Cards are not 
used. Whenever a player builds a pyramid 
tile on top of other, already built pyramid  
tiles on their player board, either during 
the Building Phase, or as a result of sum-
moning the Warlord in the Action Phase, 
the player scores Fame points as follows. 

1.) The player gets a Fame point for each 
of the recently placed tiles and for each tile 
below in a pyramid form that matches the 
god symbol or colour of the city in which 
the player has majority (see page 8, Eval-
uating Fame cards for description of city 
majority). For having majority in a Walled 
city, the player may choose which god 
symbol or colour of tiles they earn Fame 
for.
2.)  The player gets a Fame point for each 
of the player’s workers (whether active or 
inactive) in the city corresponding to the 
colour or deity symbol of the scored tiles, 
provided that the player  has majority in 
that city. In case of Walled cities. For hav-
ing majority in a Walled city, the player 
earns a Fame point for each of their work-
er in such city.

Example: 
The red player builds a black Jaguar tile on top of a blue 
Jaguar tile and a blue Chaac tile. The player immediately 
scores this mini-pyramid as follows. The player has ma-
jority in the Jaguar city with two workers, earning 2 Fame 
points for the two Jaguar tiles and additionally 2 Fame 
points for the two workers in that city The player also has 
a majority in one of the Walled cities, earning 1 Fame point 
for the player’s worker there and 2 Fame points again for 
the two Jaguar tiles as chosen by the player. The player 
does not have any workers in either the blue or Chaac cit-
ies, therefore no Fame points are received for such tiles. 
Thus the player earns 7 Fame points for this build.
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